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Peace & Welcome Back! The holiday season and 

the last quarter of 2021 are the perfect time for 

reflection. A time to reflect and operate with 

gratitude individually and as a community for our 

sacrifices, trials, triumphs, and perseverance. We 

must remember to keep joy in our hearts, 

celebrate our victories, appreciate our losses, and 

look ahead to a new year and the fresh start it 

offers. Like most people, it’s been another long 

and unpredictable year for me.

2021 has been full of adventures, new 

connections, losses and heartaches.  Even still, I 

remain optimistic and full of renewed hope. As 

Nikki Giovanni (@NikkiGiovanni6) said “It’s a 

journey . . . that I propose . . . I am not the guide . . . 

nor technical assistant . . . I will be your fellow 

passenger . . .” After all, we’re all in this together.

Dr. Marcus Anthony Hunter  
Dr. Blackness (@manthonyhunter)
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ARTICLE

In my fourth installment as an opinion contributor for USA 

Today, I wrote about Maryland’s Republican Governor Larry 

Hogan (@GovLarryHogan) pardoning Black American victims 

of the state’s racism and his push for the federal government

(the Biden-Harris Administration) to establish a U.S. Truth, 

Racial Healing and Transformation Commission (@ustrht). 

Hogan’s actions alone show how states are more unified on the 

need to move healing and racial reconciliation than the federal 

government. I write that every politician must recognize the 

state and national harms caused by the mistreatment of Black 

America. Hogan's footsteps offer a clear path to achieving 

racial equity, and healing should be a collective bipartisan 

priority.

USA TODAY
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HERE’S THE 411:

ARTICLE

I have often said W.E.B. Du Bois is one of the truest Black superheroes the 

world has known. He was a sociologist, activist, and Harvard University’s 

first Black Ph.D. Therefore, I was beyond thrilled when my friend and 

fellow sociologist, Karida Brown (@karida_leigh), and artist, Charly 

Palmer (@CharlyPalmer3) invited me to contribute an original piece for 

their forthcoming children’s book, entitled The Brownies Book: 

A Love Letter to Black Families, which is scheduled to be published in Fall 

2023.

In 1920, Du Bois founded a periodical called Brownies’ Book: A Monthly 

Magazine for Children of the Sun. This children’s magazine provided a 

much-needed medium for Black children to be affirmed and learn about 

the many contributions of people of color around the world. As a public 

forum to discuss current issues facing Black and Brown children and their 

families, the Brownie’s Book was one of Du Bois’ many loving,

historic and meaningful contributions.

R E A D  T H A T  P I E C E  H E R E :

As Co-Founder of the U.S. Truth, Racial Healing and Transformation Movement, I’m constantly net-

working and building relationships with civic leaders, celebrities, politicians, and my all-time 

favorite people--everyday folk whose mission includes racial justice, equity, and  inclusiveness. 

This opportunity brought me to three U.S. politicians who are members of the Mayors Organized 

for Reparations and Equity (MORE) program. Mayors Eric Garcetti (Los Angeles/ @MayorOfLA),  

Jorge Elorza (Providence/ @Jorge_Elorza), and Keisha Currin 

(Tullahassee/http://www.tullahasseeok.com/about.html,) shared with me via video why they think 

Black American reparations are an important aspect to our country’s racial justice and healing. 

VIDEO

WATCH THAT PIECE HERE:

READ MORE ABOUT THE BROWNIES HERE:

September 2021
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Anyone who knows me knows my great love and appreci-

ation for music. So, when my friend Prophet, Founder/-

Co-Chair (@prophet5050) of Black Music Action Coali-

tion (BMAC/@bma_coalition), invited me to attend the 

Music in Action Awards Gala in West Hollywood, I was 

there! What do you think about my red-carpet moment?

With some Covid19 restrictions slowly being lifted, I attended a Social Club event hosted by

#breathewithme Revolution (@BreatheRev) at the SOHO House in Downtown Los Angeles

(https://www.sohohouse.com/en-us/houses/soho-house-west-hollywood). We had a good time

with good people, drinks, vibe, and words to inspire action.
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Although we are often told “health is wealth.” This is not the case with Black lives navigating

through the American health care system. That is why it was important to me to participate in

the discussion of the importance for health equality with the National Network of Public

Health Institutes (@NNPHI_ORG) and Congresswoman Barbara Lee (@RepBarbaraLee).

READ ABOUT THE DISCUSSION HERE:

DISCUSSION INFO

SOHO HOUSE

SEPT 2021
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COMMUNITY BUILDING
•The past few months #breathewithme, my team, 

 and I have been doing outreach, engaging in  dynamic 

dialogues with mayors from across the nation about 

Guaranteed Incomes (GI) and Reparations Programs. 

Thus far, these meetings have included mayoral 

teams in Asheville and Durham, North Carolina; New 

Orleans, Louisiana; St. Paul, Minnesota; and Balti-

more, Maryland.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT MGI PROGRAMS HERE:

•In October I participated in a Funder Briefing with #breathewithme 

and the good people at Humanity United (@HumanityUnited) and 

Alliance for Peacebuilding (@AfPeacebuilding) to discuss our goal in

mobilizing restorative justice for local communities as a demonstra-

tion towards establishing a National Archive of Racial and Cultural

Healing (ARCH™).

•I also had the pleasure of speaking to the Association of Research

   Libraries (ARL/ @ARLnews) in October. They wanted to know how

   to effectively advocate for a US commission on TRHT; and activate

   the membership to help support, shape, and influence activities

   related to community archiving in alignment with the ARCH

   framework.

FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE ARCH HERE:

COMING SOON
I’m currently finishing my fourth book, Radical Reparations. I’m writing this book because our

current understanding of reparations is limited and incorrect. The legacy of devastation slavery

has imbued society and the Black experience requires that we have a bigger imagination and

plan for how to reconcile and repair America including but not limited to money and land-based

claims. Radical Reparations offers just that pathway.  This book innovates and educates by

demonstrating that there are actually more reparations to account for than we think. Stay

tuned for more.

“Strategy is the mother of victory.” 
-Dr. Marcus Anthony Hunter
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